The pigments produced by bacteria have received the attention of many investigators. In recent years, emphasis has been placed especially on the chemical nature of the pigments and their probable roles in the metabolism of the bacterial cells. Considerable progress has been made in the solution of these problems.
Relatively few workers have published results of research designed to determine the effects of the physical and chemical environment upon the production of pigments by various species of bacteria. When investigations have been reported they often concerned but one species or a small group of bacteria.
Previous investigators have measured pigment by a gross visual comparison of the amount of pigment of a culture grown upon the test medium with the pigment produced upon a control nutrient agar. Reid (1936) classified differences in shade or tint of pigment by comparing with the color standards of Maerz and Paul (1930 The availability of photoelectric colorimeters as compared with spectrophotometerm makes it desirable to study the spectrophotometric curves with the object of applying their data to the photoelectric colorimeter. In figure 1 it will be noted that the various pigments observed, with the exception of the one from Chromobacterium violaceum, show no absorption in the extreme red portion of the spectrum (660 mu). A colorless suspension of bacteria would show approximately equal absorption across the entire spectrum and, hence, light of wavelengths outside the range of pigment absorption may be used to measure the turbidity of pigmented bacterial suspensions.
It can be demonstrated that the filter for optimum measurement of the color values of a solution will be that with a maximum of transmission at the absorption maximum of the solution under observation (Brode, 1939) . Since both the turbidity and the color of a bacterial suspension affect the amount of light transmitted, the amount of light absorbed at a wave-length within the absorption band is equal to the turbidity absorption plus the pigment absorption. The true pigment absorption is obtained by subtracting the turbidity absorption from the total absorption. The turbidity absorption may be accepted as the total absorption at a wavelength outside the region of the pigment absorption band., Filters were chosen, with transmission values as indicated in table 1, for the photoelectric measurement of the pigment and the turbidity of suspensions of bacteria.
Since the turbidity may be taken as an index of the number of bacterial cells present, the average amount of pigment per unit of cells may be calculated and used for purposes of comparison. The readings of the colorimeter may be converted to photometric densities by use of a table which is supplied with the instrument. In this investigation an Evelyn photoelectric colorimeter (Evelyn, 1936) The amount of pigment for turbidity of 0.1000 in this exanlple is 0.0525. Calculation to the same turbidity is made for each determination in order to obtain comparable results. The suspensions of bacterial cells, which are used in the pigment determination, are prepared as follows. Agar slants of the test media are inoculated in a uniform manner and incubated at the temperature and for the time desired. For most of our work 200C. and 7 days incubation were used. At the end of the incubation period, the cells are scraped off gently into distilled water. The suspension is shaken and then filtered through several layers of cheese-cloth to obtain homogeneity. The estimation of pigment is finally made on the bacterial suspensions prepared as explained.
The method described in this paper is simple and rapid. Reproducible values are obtainable if reasonable care is exercised in preparing the suspensions of bacteria and in making the colorimeter readings. The method is being applied in this laboratory to studies of the effect of physical and chemical factors on the production of pigments by bacteria. Results will be published in subsequent papers.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A method is described for measuring the comparative amounts of pigment produced by bacteria under various environmental conditions. A spectrophotometer is used to secure the complete absorption spectra data for each pigment. These data are then applied in the use of a photoelectric colorimeter for the measurement of the pigment in a bacterial suspension. One filter is chosen which transmits the light waves which are unabsorbed by the bacterial pigment; a second filter transmits the light which is affected most by the pigment. The colorimeter reading with the first filter represents turbidity and with the second filter, turbidity plus pigment. Calculations are made to obtain the photometric density due to pigment for a standard turbidity.
By this method varying amounts of growth do not confuse the amount or intensity of pigment because the values are adjusted to a standard turbidity.
The method is simple and rapid. Reproducible values are obtained if reasonable care is exercised. Much greater accuracy is obtainable than by the method of gross visual observation.
